Ready Reference Material

- A -
Accidents Facts ( Ref HA 217 .A4 )
Accident Facts Up-To-Date ( Ref HE 5614.2 .A1 A33 )
Acronyms, Initialisms and Abbreviations Dictionary ( Ref P 365 .G3 )
AICPA's Uniform CPA Examination ( Ref HF 5661 .A55a )
Agricultural Statistics ( Ref HD 1751 .A34x )
Agricultural Statistics ( A 1.47 )
AHA Guide ( Ref RA 977 .A1 A46bx )
AHA Hospital Statistics ( Ref RA 981 .A2 A6234 )
ALA Guide to Information Access ( Ref Z 711 .A39 )
Almanac of the 50 States ( Ref HA 203 .A5 )
American Almanac of Jobs and Salaries ( Ref HD 8038 .U5 A68 )
American Library Directory ( Ref Z 731 .A53 )
American Medical Association Manual of Style ( Ref R 119 .A533 )
American Places Dictionary ( Ref E 154 .A48 )
American Salaries and Wages Survey ( Ref HD 4973 .A67 )
American Sociological Association Style Guide ( Ref HM 73 .A54x )
Americans with Disabilities Act Handbook ( Y 3. Eq2:8 AM3 )
Analytic Perspectives Budget of the U.S. ( PrEx 2.8:1996 Analyt )
ARBA ( Ref Z 1035.1 .A55 )
ARBA: Guide to Subject Encyclopedias and Dictionaries ( Ref Z 5848 .A72 )
Atlas of Contemporary America A Portrait of the Nation ( Ref G 1200 .D6 )
Atlas of Kentucky ( Ref G 1330 .A77 )

Go to top

- B -
Bartlett's Familiar Quotations ( Ref PN 6081 .B27 )
Biographical Dictionary ( Ref CT 103 .M47 )
Biographical Directory of the United States Congress, 1774-1989 ( Y1.1/3:100-34 )
The Bluebook A Uniform System of Citation ( Ref KF 245 .U5x )
Book of Lists ( Ref HF 5001 .B35x )
Bowling Green/Warren County Chamber of Commerce ( Ref HF 296 .B6x Membership Directory )
BRADD Data Book (1994) ( KY/Barren River Area )
Development District Broadcasting/Cable Yearbook ( Ref HE 8689 .B77x )
Budget Information for States ( PrEx 2.8 )
Budget of the Commonwealth of Kentucky ( KY/Revenue & Finance )
Budget of the United States Government (and Supplements) ( PrEx 2.8 )
Business Information Sources ( Ref Z 7164 .C81 D16 )

Go to top
- C -

Capital Source (Ref F 192.3 .C3x)
Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance (and Supplement) (PrEx 2.20)
Chase's Annual Events (Ref GT 4803 .C48)
Chicago Manual of Style (Ref Z 253 .U69)
Citing Government Information Resources (Ref Z 7164 .G7 G37)
Citizen's Guide to the Kentucky Constitution, A (KY/Government)
College Handbook (Ref L 901 .C73x)
Columbia Guide to Online Style (Ref PN 171 .F56 W35)
Community Needs Assessment-Bowling Green Warren County (Ref HT 168 .B6x C65)
Complete Car Cost Guide (Ref TL 151.5 .C4x)
Complete Secretary's Handbook (Ref HF 5547.5 .D6)
Complete Small Truck Cost Guide (Ref TL 230 .A2 .C4x)
Condition of Education (ED 1.109)
Congressional Directory (Y 4 P93/1:1/105)
Congressional Pictorial Directory (Y 4 P93/1:1P/105)
Congressional Quarterly's Federal Regulatory Directory (Ref KF 5406 .A15 F4)
Congressional Quarterly's Washington Information Directory (Ref F 192.3 .W33)
Constitution of the United States of America (annotated) (14152)
Consumer Report Buying Guide (Ref TX 335 .A1 C75ax)
Copyright Forms (packet of reproducible and instructions) (No call number found)
County and City Data Book, A Statistical Abstract Supplement (C 3.134/2:C 83/2)
County Economic Profile (KY/Population & Housing)
County Population Estimates (KY/Population & Housing)
Cover Letters! Cover Letters! (Ref HF 5383 .F365)
Cover Letters That Knock 'Em Deadv (Ref HF 5838 .Y378)
CQ's State Fact Finder: Rankings Across America (Ref HN 60 .C68)
Crime in Kentucky (KY/Law Enforcement)
Crime in the United States (Ref HV 6787 .A3)
CSG State Directory Elective Officials (Ref JK 2679 .C68x)
CSG State Directory of Legislative Leadership Committees & Staff (Ref JK 2679 .C69x)
CSG State Directory Administrative Officials (Ref JK 2679 .C7x)
CyberHounds's Guide to Associations & Nonprofit Organizations on the Internet (Ref HD 2769.15 .C93)
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- D -

Data Map (Ref HA 1 .D3x)
Desk Reference of American Government (Ref JK 274 .W449)
Dictionary of Occupational Titles (and Supplement) (Ref HB 2595 .U543)
Dictionary of Occupational Titles (L 37.2 :Oc 1 / 2 / 1991)
Dictionary of U.S. Government Statistical Terms (Ref HA 17 .D524x)
Digest of Education Statistics (ED 1.326)
Directories in Print (Ref AY 2001 .D52)
Directory of Business Periodical Special Issues (Ref Z 7164 .C81 D4x)
Directory of Electronic Journals, Newsletters, and Academic Discussion Lists (Ref Z 286 .E43 D57)
Directory of Kentucky's Libraries and Archives (Ref Z 732 .K37 D5x)
- **E** -
  Economic and Budget Outlook: ( Y 10.17 )
  Economic Report of the President ( Pr 42.9 )
  Educational Ranking ( Ref LB 2846 .E35x )
  Electronic Styles: A Handbook for Citing Electronic Information ( Ref PN 171 .F56 L5 )
  Encyclopedia of Associations ( Ref AS 22 .E5 )
  Encyclopedia of Associations--Regional, State, and Local ( Ref HS 17 .E3x )
  Encyclopedia of Business Information Sources ( Ref HF 5035 .E52 )
  Encyclopedia of World Facts and Dates ( Ref D 11 .C37x )

- **F** -
  Fact Book (WKU) ( Ref LD 5941 .W5 A2 )
  Federal Student Financial Aid Handbook ( ED 1.45/4 )
  Finding Statistics Online ( Ref HA 33.5 .B47 )
  First Census of Kentucky ( Govt Ref F 450 .H45 )
  Foreign Consular Offices in the United States ( S 1.69/2:yr )
  Form and Style: Thesis, Reports, and Term Papers ( Ref LB 2369 .C3 )

- **G** -
  Gale Encyclopedia of Business and Professional Associations (HF 5382.75 .U6 G3x )
  Gale Book of Averages ( Ref HA 155 .G34 )
  Gale Directory of Publications and Broadcasting Media ( Ref Z 6951 .A975x )
  Getting In ( Ref LB 2351.3 .K4 G48 )
  Gourman Report: Rating of Graduate and Professional ( Ref L 900 .G68 )
  Gourman Report of Undergraduate Programs in America and International Institutions ( Ref LB 2331 .62 .G68 )
  Graduate School Guide ( Ref L 901 .G75x )
  Grammar A Student's Guide ( Ref PE 1112 .H857 )
  Guide to Federal Government Acronyms ( Ref JK 464 )
  Guide to Reference Books ( Ref Z 1035 .G89x )
  Guide to Special Issues and Indexes of Periodicals ( Ref Z 7164 .C81 G85 )
  Guinness Book of World Records ( Ref AG 243.G87 )

- **H** -
  Healthy Kentuckians 2000 ( KY/Health & Social Services )
  History of Kentucky ( Govt Ref F451 .C73 )
  How Many Kentuckians? ( KY/Population and Housing )
  How Our Laws Are Made ( Y 1.1/3:105-14 )
  How to Access the Federal Government on the Internet ( Ref ZA 4201 .W37 1998 )
Illustrated Book of World Rankings ( Ref HA 155 .K87 )
Information Please, Almanac ( Ref AY 64 .I55 )
Information Sources in Science and Technology ( Ref Z 7401 .H85 )
Instant National Locator Guide ( Ref HE 8811 .I58x )
International Statistics Sources ( Ref Z 7551 .I42 )
Internet Guide for Students and Writers ( Ref TK 5105.875 .I57 H365 )
Irwin Business and Investment Almanac ( Ref HF 5003 .D68ax )

Kentucky Agricultural Statistics ( Ref S 451 .K4 K4 )
Kentucky Agricultural Statistics ( KY/Agriculture )
Kentucky Annual Vital Statistics Report ( KY/Health & Social Services )
Kentucky Business Directory ( Ref HF 5065 .K4 K46 )
Kentucky County Health Profiles ( KY/Health & Social Services )
Kentucky Deskbook of Economic Statistics ( Ref HC 107 .K4 A375x )
Kentucky Deskbook of Economic Statistics ( Ky/Commerce and Economic Development )
Kentucky Directory Gold Book ( Ref JK 5330.K4x )
Kentucky Directory of Manufacturers ( Ref T 12 .K5 )
Kentucky Encyclopedia ( Ref F 451 .K413 )
Kentucky Facts ( Ref F 446 .K4x )
Kentucky General Assembly Directory ( KY/Government )
Kentucky Government General Assembly Action Information Bulletin ( KY/Government )
Kentucky's Health Care Reform: A Citizen's Handbook ( KY/Health & Social Services )
Kentucky Higher Education System: Annual Accountability Report Series ( Ref LB 2806 .22 .K45x )
Kentucky Manufacturers Register ( Ref T 12.3 .K4 .K46 )
Kentucky Media Book ( Ref P 88.8 .M37x )
Kentucky Population and Housing 1990 ( KY/Population and Housing )

1) Profile of Kentucky Counties )
2) Profile of Kentucky Cities above 10,000
3) Profiles of All 50 States (Summary Tape File 1--1990 Data)
Kentucky Media Directory ( Ref P 88.8 .K4x )
Kentucky Schools Directory ( Ref L 903 .K4 .K4x )
Kentucky Tax Forms (KY Reproducible Tax Forms) ( No call number found )
Kentucky Teacher Preparation and Certification Handbook ( Ref LB 1772 KY KY6 )
Kentucky Traffic Accident Facts ( KY/Highways & Transportation )
Key Officers of Foreign Service Post ( S 1.40/5 )

Librarians Yellow Pages ( Ref Z 684 .L4x )
List of Journals Indexed in Index Medicus ( HE 20.3612/4 )
Literary Market Place ( Ref PN 161 .L51x )
Louisville City Directory ( Ref F 459 .L8 L6x )
- M -
MacMillan Dictionary of Measurement ( Ref QC 82 .D37 )
MacMillan Visual Dictionary ( Ref PC 4640 .M34x )
Magazines for Libraries ( Ref Z 6941 .M23 )
Manual for Writers of Term Papers, Thesis, and Dissertations ( Ref LB 2369 .T8 )
Measures and Milestones ( Ref HC 107 .K4 V58x )
Medical School Admission Requirements ( Ref R 745 .A8 )
Merriam-Webster's Geographical Dictionary ( Ref G 103.5 .W42 1997 )
MLA Handbook for Writers of Research Papers and Dissertation PreparationRef ( LB 2369 .G53 )

- N -
NADA Official Used Car Guide ( Ref HD 9710 .U5 N33bx )
Nashville Business Journal Book of Lists ( Ref HF 5001 .N37x )
National Five-Digit Code and Post Office Directory ( P 1.10/8 )
National Trade and Professional Associations of the U.S. ( Ref HD 2425 .D53bx )
New Book of American Rankings ( Ref HA 214 .N49 )
New History of Kentucky ( Ref F 451 .H315 )
New York Public Library Desk Reference ( Ref AG 6 .N49 )

- O -

- P -
Package X ( T 22.2/12 )
Periodical Title Abbreviations ( Ref Z 6945 .A247 )
Physician's Desk Reference ( Ref RS 75 .P5 )
Politics in America ( Ref JK 1012 .C63 )
Profiles of America ( Ref HT 123.5 .S6 P76x 1995 v.4 )
Publication Manual of the American Psychological Assoc. ( Ref BF 76.7 .P82 )

- R -
Rand McNally Road Atlas ( Ref Atlas G 1046 .Q1 R31x )
Random House Webster's College Dictionary 1997 ( Ref PE 1628 .R28 )
Reference Sources in History: An Introductory Guide ( Ref Z 6201 .F72 )
Reproducible Federal Tax Forms for use in Libraries ( IRS Publications )
Resume Almanac (Ref HF 5383.A273)
Resume Handbook (Ref HF 5383.H53)
Resumes That Knock 'Em Dead (Ref HF 5383.Y38)
Roget's II: The New Thesaurus (Ref PE 1591.R715)

- S -
Schwann Opus (Ref ML 156.2.O68)
Schwann Spectrum (Ref ML 156.2.S69)
Science Desk Reference (Ref Q 173.B25)
Selected Characteristics of Occupations (L 37.2:Oc 1/4)
Socio-Economic Atlas of Kentucky (Ref G 1046.G1.S63x)
Sourcebook of Criminal Justice Statistics (J 29.9/6)
Southern Associations Proceedings of Colleges and Schools (Ref LB 2301.S62x)
SREB Fact Book on Higher Education (Ref LA 230.S7x)
Standard & Poor Register of Corporations, Directories, and Executives (Ref HG 4057.A4bx)
Standard Industrial Classification Manual (1987) (PrEx 2.6/2 In 27)
Starting Your Own Business in Bowling Green and Warren Co. (Ref HC 108.B67x S75)
State and Metropolitan Area Data Book (C 3.134/5)
State and Regional Associations of the U.S. (Ref HD 2425.S68)
State Directory of Kentucky (Ref JK 5330.S8)
State Directory of Kentucky (KY/Government)
State Rankings 1995 (Ref HA 203.U17 1995)
Statistical Abstract of the United States (Ref HA 202.A36bx)
Statistical Abstract of the United States (C 3.134)
Statistical Handbook on Violence in America (Ref HN 90.V5 S833)
Statistical Portrait of the United States (Ref HA 214.S73x)
Statistical Sources (Ref Z 7551.S84)
Student Media Center Catalog (Ref Z 692.A93 C3x)
Subject Bibliography 1-100, 101-200, 201- (No call number found)

- T -
Taxpayers Information Publications (T 22.44/2)
Treaties in Force (S 9.14)

- U -
U.K. Community College System Fact Book (Ref LB 2806.22.U4x)
Ulrich's International Periodicals Directory (Ref Z 6941.U5)
Uniform Crime Reports (J 1.14/7)
United States Department of State Diplomatic Lists (S 1.8:)
United States Government Manual (Ref JK 421.A3ax)
United States Government Manual (AE 2.108/2)
U.S. Industry and Trade Outlook (Ref HC 106.82.U16)
U.S. Industry and Trade Outlook (C 61.48:1999)
Used Car Book (Ref TL 162.U79)
Go to top

- **V** -
  Vital Signs ( Ref TD 193.2 .B7x )
  Vital Statistics of Kentucky ( KY/Health & Social Services )
  Vital Statistics on American Politics ( Ref JK 274 .S74 )

Go to top

- **W** -
  Warren County Directory ( Ref F 459 .W2 A18x )
  Western Kentucky University ( Ref LD 5941 .W5 H37 )
  Where to Write for Vital Records ( HE 20.6210/2 )
  Who's Who in Congress ( Ref JK 1010 .W48 )
  Who's Who in the Federal Executive Branch ( Ref JK 610 .W5x )
  WKU Libraries' Subject Guide to Current Periodicals ( Ref Z 6945 .F43x )
  World Almanac and Book of Facts ( Ref AY 67 .N5 W7 )
  World in Figures ( Ref HA 155 .P63 )
  World of Winners ( Ref AS 8 .W3x )
  World Population Data Sheet ( Ref HA 155 .P6x )
  Writing History Papers ( Ref D 13 .B42 )

Go to top